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A European TRIZ Skype call took place on February 8th, 2021. Again, it was organized by Stéphane Savelli 
(MP Solving; Belgium), in line with his duties as MATRIZ VP for TRIZ deployment in Europe. 

This time the participants were Eric Prevost (TRIZ France, Oracle; France), Christoph Dobrusskin (Philips 
TRIZ Association, Philips Avent; Netherlands), Valeri Souchkov (X-TRIZ; Netherlands), Robert Adunka 
(TRIZ Consulting Group; Germany), Martin Kiesel (Siemens TRIZ Association, Siemens; Germany), Pavel 
Jirman (Institute of Creativity and Innovation, University of Liberec; Czech Republic), and both Jürgen 
and Peter Jantschgi (Austrian TRIZ Association, Jantschgi C&R; Austria). 

In 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic strongly impacted the activities of regional TRIZ associations, most of 
the businesses of TRIZ trainers and consultants and other TRIZ activities (e.g. at schools or within 
companies). The causes are clear: social restrictions (e.g. lockdowns, people working from home) and 
budget restrictions of companies. Only very few activities could happen on sites. Following the global 
trend, the rest of the activities happened remote through videoconferences: L1, L2 and L3 trainings; 
DFP (Design for Patentability) L1 training; TRIZ awareness sessions; preparation of L4 level 
candidatures; an international one-day workshop on the problem of shortage of facemasks (in March); 
a German TRIZ event (“TRIZ user day”, by Bayern Innovativ, in October); workshops; prospections (e.g. 
for TRIZ for business). Also, under these exceptional circumstances, among the TRIZ trainers, only the 
very few who had already a long experience of online services played their cards well. 

In 2021, as customers and known prospects are coming back progressively, all these online TRIZ-
related activities should increase very significantly, even if, obviously, the degree of uncertainty is still 
important. Anyway, the pandemic creates new problems (how to convince prospects new to TRIZ if it 
is not possible to meet them face-to-face?), exerts an adaption pressure and pushes towards creativity. 
As an example, new types of TRIZ trainings (modular, more international) are emerging or multiplying.  

As a conclusion, from the sample of participants of this call, for the European TRIZ community, 2020 
was painful, but 2021 will be better, and the community remains upbeat, is clearly resilient, is ready 
to capture or create new opportunities, and looks towards the future with optimism. One illustrative 
example is the organization of the next ETRIA conference onsite in Bolzano, Italy. Another example is 
the very probable candidature of the Austrian TRIZ Association, the University for Applied Sciences, FH 
Campus02, Jantschgi C&R to host MATRIZ TRIZfest in Graz, Austria, in May or September 2022. 


